Introduction
In this paper we present the existence theorem for hereditary systems of hyperbolic type. A hereditary system is a system whose presetit state is in some way determined by its past history. Our result generalize, among others, the existence theorem given in J.K. Hale, M.A. Cruz [1] ,
Definitions and conventions
Before we pass to the basic problem of this paper, we introduce a notations to be used in the sequel. Denote by E the real line ana by R p a p-dimentional linear vector space Let us consider some special cases of (3). For g = 0, from (3) we obtain
Taking in (4) cx^Cx,®,,) = x^ + c* 2 (y,e 2 ) = y + © 2 for ©¿6 Aj (i=1,2) we get
where z(-) = z(x+©^ ,y+® 2 ). If this simpler notation is again employed, we see that (3) includes the system of the form If f = 0, system (6) includes the difference equation (7) z(x,y) -gfx.y.zCx-o^y-^),... ^Cx-cu^y-x^)) = h(x,y), where a^ .. 0, .. ,t k >0 and h s E-is a given function.
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In a similar way as in J.K. Kale, M.A. Cruz [1] we can see that (3) includes also Volterra integral equations of the form x y (8) z(x,y) = a(x,y) +JJb (x,y,u,v,z(u,v) )dudv , 0 0 where a and b are given functions. Let (A,«^ joigiH) be a hereditary structure and let (6",t)e E^Eg , where E^ (i=1,2) are open intervals of B.
Let us denote by Eg.^ the set of the form y convoy (y,A 2 ) ft (-oo,rfju IJ ¡^convo^ (x,A 1 ) 0 (-
where conv(G) denotes the closed convex hull of Gc=R n .
Suppose <t> 6 C^E^). Definition 3. A function z = z(6",f,<l>) is called the solution of (3) with initial function 4> at (6",t) if there exist numbers tf^ > 0 (i=1,2) such that
It is easy to see that (3) with initial function <|> at (6",r) e E is equivalent to the following integral equation (8) z(x,y) = < ' <Kx,y)
for (x,y)eE
3. Some fundamental lemmas Let X be a Banach space and let r be a non-empty subset of X.
An operator S : T X is said to be compact if it is continuous and maps bounded sets into precompact sets. We shall use the following slight generalisation of Schauder fixed point theorem due to Krasnoselskii [2] (see also J.K. Hale, M.A. Cruz [1] ). Lemma 1. Suppose that P is a closed, bounded and convex subset of a Banach space X. If T : T -X is a contraction S s T --X is compact, T(r) + S(r) =[z = = Tx + Sy i x,yer}cr then T * S has a fixed point in P.
Let ( 
and <{ > is defined by (9).
-550 - -556 -where r = \ jj -A g -2 S) -|<J> | A J. Therefore ll TzTw lk,
Since I^Ia 6(0,1) we infer that T is a contraction. Now let us observe that if for every z 6 P the function is defined on the set A* J\/L then for every z £ T it «1 «2 is uniformly continuous on this set. Hence it is easy to see that S is continuous on T. Let w = Sz for z 6 T. For (15) and (16) respectively.
Hence we obtain Tw + Sz cz p for every w,z e r. This completes the proof.
